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Chapter I
Introduction
The first part of this thesis discusses the problems of

assessing the intelligence of children for whom existing tests
a:Pe

:n~t

&~pro·p,riate

btJcause

or·

the

child''·~

di.f.fic'l<ltti,es lftt.'t,>..

language and/or with responding to the demands of an interpersonal situation.

The second part proposes a possible solu-

tion to these problems through the use of a measure of the
child's play behavior in an tmstructured setting.

s

Problems

2!

measurement

Rapport between the

exmn~ner

and the subject is a

m~jor

problem that affects the testing of,childNn who are culturall:J
diff"erent, deficient
ally distUP.l>ed.·

1~

language function or severely emotion-·

Anastasi: (1968) deflned 1tapport asc "the

examiner• s efforttLto arouse the sul{ject ts interest:- in the:"teat,
elicit his cooperation and ensure that he follows the standard
t•st instructions
(p. 34)."
_,
,;

,;

~he

'

The examiner wants to be sure that

subject is involved in the test to a sufficient degPee to

, allow,_hie teat result:s 1 to re.fleet his abilities as accurately
·aw

~bl4f" tl'lfcf: t-.o-··

p9':11"ldt: eamparf S'OnS' Wi-tll O'then whe hl'.ve tal'et

fhe ';.;'teat •
Techniques for establishing

r~ppQrt

vary with the nature

of the test 'al'ld withrthe age and characteristics of •he subjects.
Goodenough (,1949) discussed the special factors that pertain to

the testing of preschool children.

These included shyness with

strangers, distractibility, and negativism.

She suggested a

number of ways to make the child comfortaole and cooperative
enough to take the test.
In measuring intelligence, Palmer (1970) demonstrated the:
· value of having the examiner spend enough time with the .c.bild
to make certain that the child feels comfortable with the examiner, an approach which presumably minimize·s suspicion ,and
maximizes cooperation.

The techniques suggested by Goodenough,

Palmer, gnd othersare designed to minimize the negative influences of the examiner on the test responses.
~he

children considered here, however, are not able to

develop rapport with the exami.ner, because of th&ir difficulty
in coimnunication and/or interpersonal relationships.

Another

problem that affects the testing of such children is the demand
of the tes,i.ing aituation.

Every formal test may present an

implied threat to an individual 1 s prestige. -This threat often
appears to be more pronounced with the deviant child-and the
pressure of the test often produces excessive anxiety that
adversely: aff.ects his performance.
'.llh-e· f''Bct' that Dl'Cmt o1 the standardized intelligence t'erts-

(i.e. WechSler Pre.achoo! and Primary Scale of Intelligence

(WPPSI), Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)> and
the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (SB)) have a high verbal
I

'

component to them presents another obstacle to testing disturbed

..

. ,.,,,-s,..a•

~~~,.,,~~r ~""-""'"""''·'·,~~~,-,,.

,.,,11<.;W.,.'"Qlft'.•.UY"'.'""PJ.'r_,-.,~-;o,r.·;\M•••·»·~~-•_ , . . ,
11 .• _

_,__,_.,..,•-•· ~-,

3 I
or handicP.ppeci children who are nonverbe.l or have little facility
with

}9.n[U~ge.

Those tests require that the su.bject have

reasonable levels of receptive and/or expressive language..

A.s

the child shows languar;e deficits er is completely nonverbal it

is apparent th8t the

~ePsure

will provide Rn inedequate index

crf" intellectual function:tng.

In summary, the problem of rapport, the demands or the
testing situation, and the relative nonverbelness of the child
are three problems that affect testing the intelligence of
children with language or relationship difficulties.
The examiner also has the sdditiona.l problem of interpret-

ing tfie cniidfs test resu1.ts.

With a presumably normal chffd.~

test performance can be directly compared with that of other
children in the standardization group.

There is no standard

reference group with which to compare the test results of' culturally different, language disordered,
children.

or--~otionally

disturbed

The issue from the beginning of this discussion is

how to make a valid intellectual assessment of a child who is
nonverbal and unable to take tests in a standard fashion.
Alternatives

.!.2 Standardized IQ Tests

For many years psychologists have 9een interested .in the
~l.at"ionship between nonverbal behavior and intellectual func-

tioning.

No one hes thought that intelligence has to be

measured in only verbal ways.

A number of tests have been

developed where nonverbal behavior has oeen used to assess

intellectual f tmct ioning.

Por example:

Perform''nee Scale, :Peabody

Fictur(~

'l'he Leiter International

Vocabulary Test, and the

Raven's Progressive Mntrices.
T:oni.rerb8l tests of j_ntellif;ence hA:ve been used in situs.-

tions where
pt»:i.a~0.

t~e

more populAr intellip,ence tests are not appro-

With S.P'8"C·±al populatiol'ls like the dea:.f·, mentaJ:ly

retarded, physically handicapped and some emot1.onally disturbed,
nonverbal intelligence tests (i.e. Leiter, Raven, and Peabody)
can be used :more suitably than the more popular IQ measures.
These nonverbal tests of intelligence are based on-the
assumption that nonverbal ta.ska can be related to intellectual

f-mrctton:tng, s-ach: a:tt tl'ta:t

rrr~asti.t'ed

by tne stsnfora-Biriet and 'fne

Wechsler Scales.
The advantage of using a nonverbal intelligence test is
that it would bypass the language deficit in the deviant child.
The dis.advantage, however, is that each of these nonverbal
tests is still highly structured and requires some rapport
between the examiner and the subject.

The test responses of

the children described here would still be subject to the influence of the examiner artd the demands of the testing situation.
Such c.hiJ..dnen :m.&ed. a non.verb.al, nondem&nding,.

structu:red testing situation.

Il'IDD-

Thi.s thesis proposes. that

children's play behavior could be used as a measure of intellig·ence.

If play behavior was used it would be a way of testing

children with langus.ge or rela.tionship difficulties

th~t

woul.d

5
bypass tho problems of verbalness, rapport, and the demands of
the traditionRl testinr, situation.
Play Behavior

~q

Intellectual

F'unct:h_Qgir~

Play has intrigued psychologists for many

years~

Britt

m:i.d; J(ln.us (19-!JJ~J ~~Qrt°~d,, i(l;la'I( 1.n th~ p~~:i<?<i l;;e1(~e:~11 lCJlCl-4'2;:,J.fJ

over 70 empirical studies on play had been published.

Their

comprehensive review of the literature contained 125 references.
However, few seem relevant

t~

the present issue.

Some of these

authors have suggested that children play different ways for
different reasons.

A few

h~ve

rel at ions.hip be.tween play and

consideP&d 'the is·su& of the
intellige~ •.

Lehman and Witty (1928) investigated the relationship
between play and intelligence through the use of their play
quiz questionnaire.

This quiz asked persons from

5 to 22 years

of age to rate 200 play activities in tefnis of those activities
engaged in during the previous week, those which give the most
fun, those to which the most time was devoted, and finally those
activities in which the person participated alone.

They found

that "bright" pupils (IQ 107-163) participated in fewer
activities of a motor type and more frequently participated in .
activities which required reading as compared with

58•93) ancl "normal" (IQ 94-106) pupils.

11

dull 11 (IQ

According to Lehman

and Witty, the bright children were also less interested in
r~ligious

activities, displayed a livelier sense of humor, and
.,;:;-.

. ._____ ,_

I'"'"'""'""~""'

~

. . . ", . ___.__ . . ,_,. . . , . . ·=- ......... _.,______

-·-----~

..,~

™~-:~
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were less social.

t

Ter•m;:in (1925) scudied the play ectlvities of 643 gifted
children.

Using a questionnaire presentation, 'l1 erman had his

subjects rate 90 play activities with respect to interest artd
tim;e devoted to them.

Terman concluded that the gifted are

somewl;i.at m.P.re inter.e.sted t.hah the con.t.rol p.upil.s in

inttlll~tt~

and sedentary games.
Lehman and Witty (1928) reported a study by Lewis.
found that versatility· in play interest is not strongly associated with IQ.

She also found that children of low IQ were

'more social in their play than normal children or children of
high IQ.

Lewis used the Terman Group Test and the National

Intelligence Test as measures of intelligence.
Boynton and Ford (1933) investigated the relationship
between;ctime spent in play and intellig1nce.

There were two

G-roup A (]! =13, IQ range 108-128); Group B

groups .,.of children:

(N = 13, IQ range 64-95).

It was.found that the average bright

cpild spent 45 to $0 minutes more time in play than the average

dull child.
In contrast, Lehman and Doxey (1928) studied the influence'
· O'f" chronolog1ea:l age v·er$'ttS' ment"a:l age-

.on

play befmvior:.

They

found that chronological age was more potent than mental age in.
•

influencing the play behavior of boys.
Clune (1973) did an experiment al study of play behavior
and intelligence.
/1!1~

··~,

She investigated the relationship between
·•;-.

!ief!:'¥t.,,

,,;.:.',~~ i;j;'~Y::, ·'\

{:.

;~:-f ;,,~~·'~'.:.

.

the qu.al ity of play behavior and level of intelligence.
behavior was rated during

20-~inute

Play

play sessions and scored

according to a play scale developed by Foley (1962).

Intel-

ligence was measured by the St. anford-Binet and the WPPSI.
For the total group of subjects age
;.

4

years-5 months to

t. y..ea:I?s• 5 menths Glune repor·ted a significant

.40

correla~:iion.

of

between the Quality of Play ratings based on the total

time spent in play {QPT) and the Full Scale IQ for the WPPSI
and a significant correlation of • 30 for the Full Scale IQ for
the play scores for the actual time {QPA) the child played and
the WPPSI.

Low_er correlations were obtained between the seme

ln summsry, the empirical studies reported above tend to
support the hypothesis that the level of intelligence is associated with several aspects of play beh)vior.
Play..!!!~

Aspect of Cognitive Development

The relationship be.tween play behavior and cognitive.
.

development has. been studied by the French psychologist, Jean
Piaget.

Jean Piaget has devoted his life to the study ot

intelligence and cognitive functioning.

In his investigations

Pia.get has f-0und many parallels between intellectual develop'

ment an« biological development.
The Psychological
and terminates in
·growth, Like the
1e,(!tiv1ty directed

Piaget (1967) stated:

Development that starts at birth
adulthood is comparable to organic
latter, it consists essentially of
toward equilibriurn. Just as the

........~·'-,...1 ~: ......."Wlat'll!W'l"''~""i.•••..;'.:-,>:·~,-.1~,~·~""·-:1':Jl<...:::.;1;.ie'"e...-'MIW!;P.!l?.'r..r:<~·~;.-~-t~.:1;.:i;,'o"•~~..,.a~·-~-·- - - - - - ,

8 f
body evolves tow~rd a relatively stable level characterized by the completion of the growth process and
by organ rr1Aturi ty, 80 t31e rnentBl life can be conr.e:ivec PS evol.vi!<f'. tc;Hard a final form of equilibrium
represented by the adult mind. In a sense development is R nror~ressive equilibration from a lesser to
a hie:her stPte of equilibriuJn. From the point of
view of intelligence, it is easy to contrast the
relative insti:ibility and incoherence of childhood
id.e.as with the systematization of adult reason (p. 3).
While not eo·rrelating or measuring the relationship between
play and cognitive development, Piaget hypothesized that intellectual runctioning proceeds according to a definite sequence
of development.

This sequence is marked by a number of stages

each with its own type of organized mental activity.

Piaget

described a number of stages of play which correspond to various
, stages of cognitive development.
Certain similarities can be noted between the Quality of'
Play scale used in the present investigation (Foley, 1962) and

\

the ·developmental stages of 'play as presented by Piaget.

While

the Quality of Play measure will be described in greater detail
later (also see Appendix A) it may be noted that play activities
are rated on a 7-point scale where 1 point represents the lowest
level of play activity (touching or holding a toy with little
examination or manipulation) and 7 points represents the highest
lev-61 · ( cl'C\f9:t1ve; sue:te.inecf,· and elahortated use of toys1.
'

Piaget's first stage of the sensory-motor period (the
primary circular reactions) is not reflected, however, by the
lowest level on the Quality of Play scale.

These primary cir-

cular reactions
involve the infant's actions with himself, such
A<

. '"'" ·---··=~'-1
as thurnb-sucking, and the 1 point rating on the play scale
essont inlly invo1 ·Jes tol di.::ig or

gra~ping

I

c. toy without seeming

to explore or rna:nipulrite it.
A 2-or

pos~::ihly

J-poiat rating en F'oley 's scale seems

coroparnble to P.i8get 1 s sccondnry Rnd tertiary circular reactions.
:Fl a-y at. this level involves the mHnipulat±on and e·xterrgtve-

exploration of objects.

However 1 Foley's 3-point rating appears

to include more sustained 1 purposeful activity than Piaget's
tertiar-y c..ircular 1•eaction.
Piaget•s preconceptual stage of play could be seen as
similar to the 3 and 4-point ratings on the Foley 1 s scale.

At.

tnis Sftage 1 pia.y behavior is sustained for longer periods and
there is purposeful ma.nipulation of toys or objects to make something or do something.

It appears that play behavior at the 4-

point level shows the first suggestion that fantasy behavior may
be~,

involved.

That is 1 the child uses toys to represent

people who are not present.

even~s

In general 1 this fantasy play is

not sustained or elaborated suff ~ciently so that its purpose
and what it represents is made clear to an adult.
,.Piaget's stage of intuitive play is similar to the
EtM 7-poiJd; r-a"b:tng,

de~,~n·ibed

QY Foley.

Here f ant.asy

51 6,

pla~ iS"'

evident and tends to be of longer duration.
Piaget's final stage of play.is more peer oriented and
often concerns itself with games with rules.

i!f'

or "'.

Since Foley's scale

has been used to rate solitary play behnvior 1 it does not have a

r

~------~--------

. ·----------

'parallel in Piaget's stacos.
:~er;eAr·e}.1

j)r~::~-LF·n

------- -- ~ -

, ,

:~

.....

Idenlly, the VB1idatlon of a nonve:rbal measure of disturbed)

children's cognitive intellectual functioning based on play
oehaV"lor would use :.::1onverbal, disturbed children as subject,s.

Further the assessment O'f concurrent validity would be achieve,d. "
by comparing the data from the play measure with scores on a
standardized measure of intelligence.

However, this approach is

impossible (or would present severe difficulties) since, as note
,previously, the subjects of interest are largely untestable on
i/t.'

the usual measures of IQ.
The present research utilizes an approach which is
nized as a compromise and is admittedly exploratory.

--1:10~~\

Specif!-. 0:>.Y ·
:~!-jfJ\;,,···

cally, the play records of normal children with verbal contenwr:,
~

~

deleted were used to investigate the relationship between the_:;d;·
,,,play ratings and IQ as assessed by the WPPSI and the

Stanfor~:};,"
':~··

/' .,·''

Binet.

Al though the findings will not be directly generaJ..iz_.,

, to children who are culturally different, deficient in

lang~.

function, or severely emotionally disturbed, correlations

co.1'1t•,,:

,)•

rable to those found by Clune would suggest that this appro-.oh
~might

be used w:;i.th"some. validity with such children.
In summary, the purpose of this research was to investigate

the relationship between intelligence test scores and the
Quality of Play scores· obtained from normal children when th&
.•~~~~ pr~~?;Fols were scored with all verbalizations eliminated•;,,,:,~·'.~·,

The comparisons of the IQ and pl9.y scores obtained under the
~~
"
li'i

~

verbal e.nd

nonverb~l

approaches were viewed as one possible

appro,ach to checking the effect of nonverbalness in the :play
setting.

-~fl!;tl9"" ~."'~,.. ~,~-UU.}~'1'.~~ ....... N'~

;},.'.~U!mSl!!Ui~l'i!·!!1'..... ~~~
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Chapter II

I

J'Iethod

t

f,ubjects

The subjects were 100 Caucasian, middle-class children,

5-D::.

bo..y.s and.

50

gi.Tls,, tr&tw.een t·he ages of

and 6 years and

5 months.

4

y&&rs-

and 5 nron'bhs

The subjects were chosen so that

two boys and two girls were included at each of the

25 year-

month levels between 4 years and 5 months and 6 years and 5
months, e.g., 4 years-5 months, 4 years-6 months.
The initial testing session for each child was scheduled
within the period extending from 15 days before to 15 days
after the child's year-month age level.

For example, a child

who occupied the cell of 5 years and 1 month initially was
tested within a period from 15 days before to 15 days after
the day he had attained the age of

5 years and 1 month.

The

mean Stanford-Binet IQ for all subjects was 112 with a standard
deviation of 15.8.

The mean Wechsler Preschool and Primary

Performance Scale of Intelligence Full Scale IQ was 106 with
a standard deviation of 14.l.
The subjects were screened to exclude those with neurological difficulties.

They were volunteers whose parents

responded either to a letter sent from several Catholic grade
schools or to a personal request by one of the examiners.

J"

~.,-,,~"""'

. . . ...
~

I ·

,,,..i~~,,h~P.J!,?<,,,,,..

~-- :A'...,'W~~«f~Mi(lle'

. . . . . . .~.~.&~i.il:~·.

'i-;;l;;M''.[ '>!'h..,.,.""\il

..

..... ~~~-~ ..~~~;;tl

~.at··· -~
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1-:easures
The Measures of inte.Lligenee were the Wechsler Preschool
and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI) and the StanfQrdBinet Intelligence Scale r'orm

LM (SR).

Each test

was

admin-

istered according to the instructions included in their respec. t ive manuals {Wechsler•, 1967; Terman & MerilJ.,.. 19"6.0J .-

The measures of each subject's play behavior were based
on a 20-minute observation of each subject's play behavior with
a standard group of toys.

The inltia.l records of these obser-

vations consisted of the observer's observations of each child
and his accompanying verbalizations (transcribed from a tape
reeord±ng

~f

the· pl:ay interview) •

.Play protocols were rendered nonverbal by persons other
than the investigator, using a predetermined method not then
known to the

investigator~·

Each protocol was divided into

small one to several entry segments and then re-assembled in
the original order.

The verbalizations were removed at such

break points but since all records were broken and re-assembled
in the same quasi-random fashion there was no way for the
investigator to guess the total quantity of verbalization
removed from the record or whether verbalization had or had not
been removed at any given break point.
The Quality of Play scores used in this study were based
on a scale developed by Foley (1962).
, rated on a

1-7~

point s.cale.

Each play activity was

One point represented the lowest

f

~~W'«~-~~~._.--····~-·-~"1

14
level of play activity {touching the toy with little examination
or nrnnipulation) and

~/

points "the highest level

creative use of the toys).

(elaborate~

A Quality of Play rating was assigned

only to a play activity that involved using one of the standardized toys (see Appendix A for details on scoring).
The first score computed for this study, Quality of
Nonverbal Play/Actual (Q-NVP/A) expressed subjects' average
Q-NVP level in terms of time actually spent in play.

That is,

the 1-7 point ratings of each play activity was multiplied oy
the time spent in that activity, the product summed, and the
total divided by the total time subject actually spent in all
scorable play activities.
A second score was similar to the Q-NVP/A but expressed
subjects' average Quality or Play in terms of the total time
available for the play (20 minutes), i.e. Q-NVP/T.

For each

subject the original scores obtained by Clune (1973) were
available.
The reliability or the scoring scales was reported by
Foley (1962).

An estimate of interscorer agreement was obtained

by the present author and Clune who independently rated 20 play
pro~eols

which ine·luded the verbalizations.

These ratings·

were not performed until the author had completed all of the
ratings or the nonverbal versionsof these protocols.

The

Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlati>n was computed
on the basis of these ·scores and was .97 for Quality of Play

..
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i5
for total session time.
Procedure
Each child was ad."!linister•cd the WPFSI and the SB.

These

IQ tests were administered in counterbalanced order on two
~

O'C'C''f!l'B'ions·, gerreral'lY

otre' ~'k

apart·.

T'he tests· were admtrr-

istered by four, second-year graduate students in clinical
psychology.

All examiners had completed a course in intelligence

testing a.nd had experience in administering the WPPSI and SB.

Each of the examiners tested approximately one quarter of the
subjects and administered all measures to the same child in
order to minimize examiner effects.
On the day of the second testing after all tests had been
administered, the child participated in the standardized play
situation.
mately
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Each child was taken to a room which was approxifeet by 20 feet by an examiner.

The examiner was a

female doctoral candidate who had experience in working with
children and who was thoroughly familiar with the Quality or
Play Scale.

In the room were the following toys:

~

a family of

dolls including father, mother, sister, brother, and baby, a
family of bear dolls including papa bear, mama bear, and baby
bear; assorted blocks of various shapes and colors; a wooden
mallet; a one-pound can of Play Doh clay; two boxes of large
size crayons; paper for drawing; a play telephone; and a small
wooden wagon suitable for giving the families rides.

The child

...-,..,.,.,,,,...,.,...,,,,

,

.,
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was irn::tructed that he could play with any o:!'.' all of the toys.
While the child plnyed, the

ex0~in0r

Rat at the desk in the

room and recorded the child's nctivities and the tima elapsed
for each.

Interaction between the child and the examiner was

not

r-e,"lpondeci to q:ttestions

directed to her.
nated.

amt

~Ql'l~S'

After 20 minutes, the play session was te,rmi-

The examiner later divided the child's play into units

of action and Quality of Play scores were then computed.
The.test data were gathered during the period of one year
commencing in the spring of 1969 and terminating in the spring
of 1970.

All the testing took place at the Loyola University

Guida.nee Center.

I
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Chnpter III

As a prelude to presenting the results of this investigation1 Table l contains the descriptive statistics for the samples
us-ed· i'n trhis study.

Table 1 show8 the means and standard

deviations by age of boys and girls for Quality of Nonverbal
Play (for the total session time as well as the actual time
spent in scorable p1.ay), and the scores on the two measures of
intelligence (WPPSI and the Stanford-Binet).

The scores on

both IQ tests were somewhat above average, especially for boys
on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale.

The standard devia-

tions for both IQ measures were similar to those reported in
the manuals.
As background for the comparison of the play ratings and
IQ, the Pearson product-moment correlations (_£s} between the
WPPSI and Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale for all children
in the sample are presented in Table 2.

The rs obtained for

·this sample are comparable to those reported in the manual.
Tables 3 and

4

present the results of the correlations

between the ratings of verbal and nonverbal play behavior and
IQ.

The Pearson correlation was again used to test the rela-

tionship between Quality of Nonverbal Play (for the total
session time as well as the actual time spent in play} and each
of the following variables:

WPPSI Scores (Verbal, Performance,

t

Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for Quality of Nonve~bal
Play Scores and Intelligence Scores and ~e (in months) for Boys and Girls
Boys--Age

53-59

60-65

66-71

Girls--Age

72-77 Total

53-59

60-65

66-71

72-77

'I'otal

•rot al
Time
.Actual
'f i.me

M

SD

SD

~

4.18
1.10

3.93
.68

3.34
1.39

3.8;;

.92

4.64
.67

4.27
• 78

4.77
• 72

4.41
.95

4.03
.66

3.95
.84

3.68
1. 38

4.44
1.09

4.03

3.91
1.16

4.75

.85

i

).89 ~

• QI4

4.i.j.J
1.24

.L.10

:1

4.21

4. T'

LJ .• 2 ~

t

.81

.95

. H2

.v._1

99.29 103.25 100.83 lOJ.67
27.76 20.40 13.07 10.d9

108.58 108.02
10.47 14.46

lOJ.21 101.58 108.33 106. 92
11.46 20.36 13.79 lJ.23

104.71 114.67 104.67
17.05 15.25 13.07

FIQ M

103.57 112.17 106.83 104 . 92 106 . 74 106 .21 102.83 104.75 106.00
12.26 20. 63 13.77 10.41
8.69 14.44
18.10 16.55 11"'99

MA

M

SD
M

SD

~

109.SO 116.92 114.92
17.52 15.77 13.29
61.57
9.91

72.17
8.97

77.50
8.33

106.58 111.88
12.26 15.09
79.17
9.46

72.16
11.43

101. 66
1 0

-11

r.
~
;

·*, .... 4 z
I

PIQ M

StanfordBlnet IQ

~~

~

WPPSI VIQ M 101. 79 108.00 107 .67 100.75 104.44
10.31 14.61
"rrD
19.27 15.24 11.20

SD

~

~

Intelligence

SD

~

~

Quality of Play
M

i:

117.50 112.42 113.50 108.00
17.53 21.77 14.48 11.13
r

65.64
10.72

69.67
12.35

76.42
9.i2

79.67
6.64

101.;.. 9q. ~

lL\. :14 ~
.

10~.

~

oo I

14.2i). ~~
~

103.041
lb.59 I
72.56
11.ld
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Table 2
Correlation Co0ff1 cients Between the !:,tanfor·d
Binet IQ/ s e.nd WPPSI Veroal, Performance and
Full See.le IQ' s for Boys, Girls, a.nd Total N

Stanford Binet

WPPSI

Boys
(N=50)

Girls

Total

(N=50)

VIQ

.87

.56

.68

PIQ

.68

.55

.60

FIQ-

.87

.79

.&2

Table 3
Coefficients Between Quality of Play Sco~es
(Verbal and Nonverbal) tor Total and Actual Time and
Intelligence and Age Scores for Boys and Girls

C~rrelation

Quality of Play
Girls (N=50)

Boys (N=50)
Total Time
Verbal

Actual Time

Nonverbal

Verbal

.32**

.5~:-*~

.36*
.,5C*H

.4&.:-it-it-

.508:-·"'·

.4~

.4S***

Nonverbal

Total Time
Verbal

Nonverbal

Actual Time

Verbal

Nonverbal

WPPSI.
VIQ
PIQ
FIQ

• )6*
f

~'

"

.32**

.15

.15

.Oi..j.

.05

•4 9'.:-'..H:- .
-45**-:t-

.3~

.)2**

.17

.)l*

• J2it-*

.12

.21
.16

Stanford-Binet
IQ

.29*

MA

.2&

.07

.40**

.26;:-

Age (in months)
.26
~-

..

~:-:~

~t-..:~~~

.28*

.28*

.26*

.12

.12

.2&<-

.E <.05
.E <.01

.E <.001

I\)

0

Tabie 4
CQrrelation Coefficients Between Quality of Play Scq;res
(Verbal and Nonverbal) for Total and Actual Time 8.ll4
Intelligence and Age Scores for Total!_
Quality of Play
Actual, Time

Total Time
Verbal

Nonverbal

Verbal

~Qnverbal

VIQ
PIQ

.25**

.25**

.17*

,l&A-

.41***

.42iHPA-

.39,}~~

, J&t~~~4t-

FIQ

·4°***

•4 ~'*'*'A-

•

30!' "·~

,, 32-t'"'....""h.,..

WPPSI

.,M.i; .~

Stanford-Binet
IQ
MA

.2BH

.1 7·:}

• 36*-ff

• 32i~*·:}

Age (in months)
.19*

.20U-

.21**

•

i~
·:}~~
~t-·:Hi-

.E < .05
..E < • 01
,l?. < . 001

I'\)
,_,

'"'

• ..., . .._,,_..,_..___,,,,_• ._....,,_,,._,.....,,_. _,. ,,,_.,__,, ...

n.,1.,1··-.....,,,_,_,,....,.,.,_..,_,_,..__""_~,,,,.._,,...,_,,l

,.
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and Full Scale IQ.), Stanford-Binet IQ, MA and chronological age
for bovs,
"'

~irls.

....

~

-

and total N.

3 and 4 also show the
and the

_£S

For

pt~rposes

of comnarison, Ta0Jes1t
~

for the Quality of Verbal Play 1neasures

mee.sur·es of intelligence and :)ge

reported by (;lune

(1973).

'fable-s }- and- 4. s-how that the Quality of Nonverbal P-1.ay
scores taken for the entire 20-minute play session (QPNV/T) and
the actual time spent in scorable play (QPNV/A) correlated
significantly with all the measures of IQ and mental age for
the total sample.

Table 3 also shows there was a stronger rela-

tionship between Quality of Nonverbal Play scores and intelligence scores for boys than for girls.

In addition the

performance IQ especially for boys correlated better wfth the
play scores than the verbal IQs.
~~

An examination of'· Tables 3 and

4 shows that one cannot

j\·
,fl,~.

.:.say which Quality of Nonverbal Play score is a better predictor
of intelligence since it depends on sex.
A comparison of the results of this study and the data
reported by Clune (1973) show that they ·are about the same.
The majority of _rs were similar for Verbal and Nonverbal Play
and IQ. with changes oi' .Ol. or- .02...,.generall.y suggesting that
correlations for Nonverbal Play scores were slightly higher
than those for Verbal Play.
nificance.

There are no major shifts in sig-

This suggests that to use only Nonverbal Play

'
behavlor to compute the
Quality of Play score does not alter

23
the relationship between

C~uality

of Play and intelligence.

Littl1

is changed when verbal beh8vior is excluded.
Table 3 also shows a. stronger relationship between Quality
of Play scores (V3rbal and Nonverbal) and the WPPSI Performance
and Full Sea.le IQ than for the Stanford-Binet IQ.
;,

&SJ)eeiaJ.ly f o.l?- boys.

This is true

These results suggest that the

~i'l-y. ~

Play scores may relate to the performance components of the
WPPSI.
These results provide further empirical support for the
hypothesis that play is an aspect of cognitive development and
related to intelligence as measured by traditional tests.

These

results also support the hypothesis that Quality of Nonverbal
Play is related to intelligence as measured by traditional IQ
tests.
It was of interest in this study to examine the relation•
ship between Quality of Nonverbal Play and Intelligence scores
by chronological age.

The purpose was to see how well Quality

of Nonverbal Play was predicting intelligence across _age groups.
Tables 5 and 6 present these subcomparisons by age for
boys,

~irls,

·f ession time

and total N.
and

Table 5 presents this data for total

Table 6 for the actual time spent in plaJ:.

Tables 5 and 6 indicate there is no consistent trend
between play measures and IQ for the four age groups.

Although

it may be noted that there were more significant_!:s in the
youngest (53-59 months) and

j.n

the oldest ( 72-77 months) fl.ge

24
groups.
A comparison of the correlations presented in Tables 5 and

6 suggested that Quality of Nonverbal Play (total session time)
was a

better predietor of' lQ.. than Q.uality of Nonverbal Play

(actual time)

fo1~

boys and girls across the age groups •

.';Ii

Table 5 also shows that in the oldest group (72-77 months)
the correlations between the play and IQ measures show relatively
higher correlations for the girls which are more comparable to
those obtained for the boys.

Thus Quality of Nonverbal Play

(total session time) significantly predicts WPPSI Ful.l Scale
IQ and MA for both boys and girls.

t.•4:...!l<i~~~...,,~~1'~~~-''""-''1.·~8""·,,;;_...,-.;i.r.,,..i!~~-:;.~..::..,~;;l.&l;::~,~~~·<::·'~'""'"-''~"""'~~,_.~..,~·-----.----"'~~

Table

I

5

CoPrelat:ton Co·3fficients Between Quali.ty of
l{onverbr'.l Pl::ty ~,cor·e~' ('.i.'otal ~)cssion Time),

Intelligence Score~ and Age for Total N
by Chronological Age
Quality of Nonverbal Play (Total Session Time)
Age (Month&}

53-59

60-65

66-71

72-77

.51*

.40
.29
.36*
.41
.18
.31*
.41
.26

.08

.21
.30

WPPSI
VIQ
PIQ
FIQ

Boys
Girls
Total
Boys
Girls
Total
Boys
Girls
'Tot al

-.15

.20

• 73***

-.10
.51**
• 69*i:·
- .08
•

;n n
4~!.-''·

• 39-~-

.51*

.32
-.03

.5.8*

.25
.04

.5~

.32

.26

.48

.5&
.551:·*
.50:t.57*

.52**

Stanford-Binet

IQ
MA

Boys
Girls
Tot.al
Boys
Girls
Total

Age (in months)
Boys
Girls
Total

*

**

*iH~

..E < .05
..E < .01
..E < • 001

.5~

.31

.43*~·

.41

.32

.37*
-.31

- .05

-.19

.30

.25

.29
.37

.23

.30
.24
-.26
- .04

- .06
.42
.19
.09
.38
.24
.51*
-.19
.18

.42

.69a
.52*~·

.49*
.5~~

.47**
.54*
-.49*
-.12

r~-"""'-··ftl-"'!·-"""'w-·~!:'·;~~::::c.~·~~· .. ~· ........ ~,t,,)!\Vi[f,'"~1,j',~.Q.<J;i:~.'"l'U!':il;~~l!¥.WI'••~~
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-- 26 ..,
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Correletion Coefficients Between Quality of Nonve1--bal f'la:y ~:Jcore:3 (Actual Session Time),
Intelligence Scores and Age for Total N

!

by

Chronological .Age

-

Quality of Nonverbal Play (Actual Session Time)
Age

53-59

60-65

Boys
Girls
Total
Boys
Girls
Total
Boys

.44
-.11
.17
.65**
-.10

- .08
.15
.43

Girls

- .08

(Months)

66-71

72-77

'WPPSI

VIQ

PIQ

.35

-.1)

.12

.44

.30
- .04

.55*

.49>,}
.52**

.06
.53*

.41

.41~-

Boys
Girls
Total

.39
.29
• 35*

.30
-.20
.06

-.01

Boys
Glrls
Total

.28
.29
.28

- .19
.08

.34

.14
.2-0
.17

.01
.17

.51*
- .35
.10

Total

.5~~~-

.59*

.26

.25
.40
-.10
.22

·44*·~

.24
.16
.19

.32

.5~~
.4~~*·

Stanford-Binet
IQ

MA

.21
.14

.45
.47

.4~}*

.5)*
.38
.4)*

Age (in months)
Boys
Girls
'Fo~al

*
**

-!r:t-*

.E

.05

.E

.Ol
• 001

~

- .48*
.02
-.23

.11

.5)*
- .38
.01

Chapter IV

Di SC'J~~ s :ion
Tbe mrdn results of this study established significant

relationships between nonverbal play and both measures of intellicence Ds

:mc~.tf

ured oy lirs.cii tio;:wl intellit;ence measures.

These

results support the general hypothesis that cognitive development is a multifaceted phenomenon and it is possible to assess
intelligence in other ways than by administering an intelligence
test.
The results supported the specific hypothesis in this
investigation; namely, that nonverbal play is an aspect of cognitive development and can be related to intelligence as
measured by traditional intelligence tests.
The results from Table 2 showed that the correlations
between the WPPSI and S-B IQs were substantially higher for boys.
than for girls (Verbal IQ: .£
Performance IQ:.!:
.!:

= .87

= .68

= .87

for boys,

ror boys, • 79 for girls).

for boys, .56 for gizals;

.55

for girls; Full Scale IQ:

These sex differences were

not expected and might result from the peculiarity of the sample
'used in this study.

Further research should attend to possible

·a-ex· diff"erences in standard IQ test results which have not yet
been isolated.

Similarly, the correlations between the Quality

of Play scores and IQ (Tables 5 and 6) fluctuated to some degree,

but the correlations for boys were consistently higher than thos
for girls.

,.,_,,.........,MJ!jlro_"
___

.

---~S. ~.jt4~.'£"&W~'t.~~'CIP!'<-~~·~-~.;.>\l(Ac.;,'C,\,;i.;,:J".,..:;,r.wt"!....,~~~1;i~&.TJ,JtN/lrJtr.tf"<I•••
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For both tests of intelligence and both Quality of Play
indicates the boys' correlations were substantially higher than
the girls

r

in the lower two age catego.r•ies.

not hold in the highe.r> two age

catego1~ies

This tendency did

with the girls nav.ing

more significant correlations in the third age
th~ ~s betw~en

category~

While

IQ anQ. the play measures fluctuated $lig;b,tly,,. tlle

correlations for girls and boys were most similar in the oldest
group (72-77 months).

Thus the highest correlations between IQ

and Quality of Play for girls were obtained at the oldest age
level.
The varying relationships between IQ and Quality of Plau
that. we.re.

evi~ed

in t.hese comparisons of the four

as•

s.~

groups may also be reflected in the variations in the correla.tions between chronological age and Quality of Play (Tables
and 6).

5

It is interesting to note that the correlations for

chz'onological age and QNVP/T for boys ranged from -.37 for the
youngest group to

.54 for the oldest group. Similar correla-

tions were also obtained for QNVP/A session time (-.48 for the
youngest group,

.53

for the oldest group).

In contrast, the

corresponding correlations for girls showed the opposite trend
(-.05 and .02 for the youngest group; -.49 and -.38 for the
oldest group).
As noted previously with respect to sex differences in the
IQ.. Quality of Nonverbal Play correlations- these variations may
bp specific to the samp.le used in the present study.

However,

~,:

"';:,.,,..

:..-."'4.:lllir'l..:1f'~}c~~'Wi'.~'<1-'"'""1"•£>~~Jlh'>,lo'.1

~·t.r~i~l'!-.."".l>''··r"'~lio..~ .....

.
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I
in this area should investigate the
}!OS8:lbiJ:l.ty Of

plf.ly, end 2c,e.

i

tions

At present, the reason for the obtained varia-

is not 1::.1-.psro:nt.
While j.t wss hoped that a ncnverbal measure of the Qu'>lity

of Play wculd be a. u2eful meP.sure of intelligence, it was ::a-0t

anticipated that the nonverbal play measure would be as powerful
as a play measure with the verbalness included since, tradition-

ally, verbRl IQ hns been a good predictor of global IQ.

An

examination of Table 3 has shown no significant difference in
the rs for verbal and nonverbal play and intelligence.
therefore-, conclude- that the presence or absence of

One can,

V~I"b11Irt€r~rs-

has no significant influence in the assessment of the Quality
of Play being scored.

These results lead one to conclude that

it would be worthwhile to continue to study nonverbal,.,.,nonstructured, noninteractive measures of intelligence.

These

results also provided some hope that measures of nonverbal play
behavior may be used to supply an estimate of intellectual
functioning in children who are in fact nonverbal.
/

At this point one caution should be made.

This study did

not validi::ite the use of nonverbal play behavior as measured by
the Foley scale as a substitute for measuring IQ in a nonverbal
child.

One should consider that the protocols in this study

were artificially rendered nonverbal and the results do not
necesse.:rily mean thaf a. truly nonverbal child would function in

I

I

,..,...,,_..,..,,._,.,. _ _~._,~,1,-~·1.11..~~!ll"lii9~~~";~.~~~~~f0'~··---·-!:.X:U-P;fui&l..,__ _ _ _!li".!f"~~;,
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same way as children of the present sample.

I

Jl
Chapter V
Summary

The purpose of this thesis we.s to investigate the problems
· involved in making an intellectual assessment of children who
have language deficits and difficulty in relating to others.
The problems involved are the issue of rapport, the demand ot
the testing situation, and the relative nonverbalness of th&
.child.
This thesis proposed a solution to some of these problems
by investigating the relationship between nonverbal play
behavior and intelligence.
play behavior of

50

Observations were made of the free-

boys and

50

girls who were between

5 months and 6 years 5 months of age.

4

years

Although these subjects

were verbal, the obtained protocols were rendered nonverbal
and were rated according to a scale designed to measure Quality
·of Play.

The play measures were then correlated

again~t

standard measures of intelligence (WPPSI, S-B).
/

The results of this study established significant relationships between nonverbal play behavior and intelligence as
measured by these traditional intelligence tests.

The obtained

1-elattonships were comparable to the corresponding correlations

included children's verbalizations.

The res

investigation represe:it a first st·ep in tryi
behavior to validl

assess

intel~i

ence

rll:·~~~~'~'W""l~~_,...·'IQ"':t-r-.~.~.111-&.>~.Q-~V'-te';;.i";-'!;'t:'~'.J',•a,··p

,.-oz,,'J'.'i'>1(

Ol!~lf~":'·.~·~.ol:'l!ll:l!o ;i.,;,~;':< ·~·~."<'a:~"v,.1~~-.i;,

.;'iNf-..~~~·;.iJ:l,;....1..,.,•~:..::Cil

.
nonverbal and who cRnnot tnke traditional intelligence tests.
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I.

E'corinr:

H~ir:u:il

f2.£

Vnit~

of' Action

The Units of Action (UA) score for Play 1 or Play 2 consists of the totql number of units occurring during the first
20 minutes of ef>ch period.

In geneNil, an activity is seored

as a rep!:!.rate unit when S 1 s behavior suf;zests a change in goe.l
or focus of attention.
The time spent in th-ec action· a.s'signed a UA rating is nd:t'Efd

for each unit.
minute

When a unit is not complete because of the 20•

limit, the elapsed time for the activity occurring prj.or

to this limit is assigned to the unit.

Activity involved i,n

the transition from one activity to another is not scored as'. ·a
s-epa-~t~

1mit· when S "s ±ntent±on is obvious and no loitering

occurs.

In this .case, the time interval between the

is counted with the new activity.

However, when the

acti~-1-C.i:-•
transit~OQ

involves a delay, distraction, or unnecessary wandering, it· 1-t
scored as a separate unit.
Criteria _£2!: ScoriBS Units of Action
1.

Different activities with different objects.

A single complete activity preceded and followed by different a.ctivitifas in terms of objects or playthings used, focus ot.
attention, or mode of expression is scored as 1 unit. However,
an activity involving several different objects which may be
meaningfully grouped together in terms of class, location, or
S's undifferentiated treatment of them is scored as l unit. I:g.
°iadi tion, a perio~ of rather generaliied attention to a numbe:r,
of objects such as might occur during episodes of wandering
about the room is scored as a single unit. In general, 1-unit
ratings of activities involving different objects are made When
the assignment of separate ratings would be difficult or impos•
sit-le a...'11,d the act;;Jyity may be more rneaniq.gfull'y subsumed under
a single unit such as "wandering. 11
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Scorable as 1 unit: Building a block tower {preceded
bv doll pley Rnd followed by drawing)--tRlking to E
(precedGd 'cy Jo'.)ld::.;~ out of the winc~ow n...'ld followed
b~ play with beqrs)--placing a vcriety of toys in the
wagon without paying particular c.ttention to any one-w~lking around the room r·nd looking at different
objects without becomin(; involved with any one object
for more than a few seconds--activity around the
windcw 5nvo1v:i.n;:r, Jooklnr

0

i.t:;. t<i::ipint: fingers on sill,. .

1

and poking at glass (see also UA, Sect. 4) .
. 2.

Series

..2f.

different activities

~ ~

same objects.

Activities with the same objects or playthings are scored
as separate units when each represents a discrete activity which
would be scored as 1 unit if it occurred separately. In addition, play with the same toy or group of toys is divided into
separate units when the ongoing activity would be assigned different quality of play rating (e.g., inspection versus fantasy
play).

(
I

Scorable as 2 or more units: A series of drawings,
each on a separate piece of paper (1 unit per drawing)-..:'two or more drawings on a single sheet where
the content of S 1 s comments suggest they gre unrelated
such as a house-and writing (1 unit for each separate
part )--building a block structure and later using the
blocks for a new structure or piling them in the
wagon ( 2 uni ts )--inspection or simple manipulat·ion of
a toy to see how it works followed by fantasy activity
involving the toy (2 units)--pushing tbe blocks around
aimlessly end then integrating them into a structure
(2 units}-- building a block structure followed by
rather prolonged destruction of it and finally loading the blocks in the wagon ( 3 units)- -making dii'f erent objects from Play Doh such as a dish, snake, and
person (1 unit per object)--differentiated activity
and prolonged attention to toys of the same class as
dressing and/or undressing members of the doll family
or giving big bear and little bear separate rides in
the wagon ( l unit for the activity with each ·memoeP
of the toy group).
Scorable as l unit: Repetitions of the same activity
or repeated attempts to attain some goal (as rebuilding a block tower which falls)--slight variations on
a single theme (as making pancakes with Play Doh)-making sev.eral different objects from Play Doh which
combine·into A sinsle unit (as nest and eggs or dish
with .food)-~rapi .y ~e,cuted activities with to s of
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the ss.me type when S does not treat them in a differentiated manner (as-removing the shoes from all the
dolls in quick succession or piling all the dolls in
the wagon i'or a ride).

J.

Interruntions or breGks in onfoing activity.
a.

]4 a.ctivi ty with different objects

~

the same objects

with different inteY1.t.

The sco-ring crf interruptions arising fro-m activity
with different objects is a special case of different activities
with different objects (Sect. 1) and, consequently, the interruption is scored as 1 unit. Howev·er, in the case of interruptions, the interpolated activity is often shorter and/or
incomplete and, as such, may escape attention. This is
especially true when the interruption involves activity with the
same objects but the intent of the activity or quality of play
level is different. In both instances, the interrupted activity,
the interruption, and the subsequent activity (a different
activity or the resumption of the original activity) are each
scored as 1 unit.
Scorable as .3 uni·ts: Building with blocks int·errupted
by period of pounding a block on floor before building
activity resumed--drawing interrupted to look at
block and drawing resumed--fondle and talk to bear,
hold carelessly while looking out of window, and
return to play with bea.rs--hammer on bloc!{, hold in
hand while talking to E about dolls, and commence
drawing~-interrupt drawing or play with Doh to show
E progress (especially involving holding up production, carrying to show E or sitting back so~ is no
longer engaged in activity) before resuming activity
(Note: If s•s attention remains focused on what he
is doing suggested by continued work on production
and/or talk of what he is doing, the showing is considered an overlapping activity and is not scored as
a separate unit).
/

b.

]I,,, in~ct~v~t:y. c:ont.emolation, loss ..of attention,

~·

Changes frqm activity to relative inactivity (sitting,
standing, looki~g) are scored as 1 or 2 units. When the interval
of inactivity suggests a period of contemplation, planning, or
uncertainty about the next step in the ongoing activity and
at.tention, is focused mainly on the objects of the prior activi.t:y,.
the pe,riod _or activi~y and inactivity are scored as 1 unit. If
the original activity is resumed, the entire sequence is scored
as l unit. If a diffe:ren._t a.ctivity is initiated after the
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interval the sequence is scored as 2 units.
When the original activity is interrupted by a period
of inactivitv s1Jp:J7e~~tinr: loss of nttentim1 Bnd a search for P
. new activity" as reflected by generalized looking around, veroalizl'l.ti.ons, or movement away from tbe ori<~inal activity, the
activity l'lnd the interval are scored as 2 units. Thus, as with
interi-•uptions in general, the enti::ve sequence including the
subsequent activity is scored as 3 units regardless of whether
the originnl r~ctivitJ' is restuneci O!' a different activity
init:i./:ited. Even whens continued to hold an object used in the
original activity, if the object appears to be temporarily f·orgotten. and is not used,. the inter11ening activity is scored as a
sepa:r·a:te unit.
An exception to the scoring of an interruption as a
sepRrate UJ1it R.rises when the interruption is very brief (i.e.,
less than 10 sec.). Thus quick glances at E or other objects
are not scored as separate units. For further discussion of this
point see Section 4.
Scorable as 1 unit: Drawing, sits back to study
rumd-iw1>:r::>k and occasionally glances at E, and P&s-u:mp. tion of drawing-..-building with blocks,-crawls around
structure to look e.t other side, and resumes building·
activity.
Scorable as 2 units: Building with blocks, sits back
and tape floor with block and wonders how to fit block
in while looking at structure, shakes· head as if
unable to decide and starts conversation with E-tries to make dolls sit up in wagon, dolls fall over.
and S stares moodily at them, sighs and turns to play
with-blocks.
Scprab],.e as 3 units: Drawing, 12_ leans back and gazes
around room and at other toys, resumes drawing
activity--pulls wagon around room, pauses to look out
of window while still holding wagon cord, continues
to pull wagon around room •

.4.

SimultA-ne~us ~-rapidly

alternating activities·:

Two activitie.s occurring siltlultE.n&ously, or in rapid
alternation, where the assignment of times would be diff.icult
,are seo:red as l unit. This classification is differentiated
from interruptions because the ongoing activity is either con.tb..UCl\lS or· S'l!libJ•t' t.o· cml.y very brief (less than 10 sec.) disruptions. Gl$ncing quickly at E or talking while engaged in
play and requesting· E to look at progress in ongoing activity
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are the most frequent sources of simultaneous activity scored
as 1 unit.
~'corr:ible f1S l unit:
Repc!>t.edly cPlling attention to.
progress in making block structure without interruptinp: Activity ( ''Loold Now I'm putting the door in ••
took!
'l'his is going to oe the window" as ~ places
blocks)--looking quickly at E or around the room
while drawing--ti:ilkinf: to self about ongoing activity
rapid alternation of fantasy play and explanations to
E (as a telephone conversation in which S talks to
1maginary friend and reports what frienahas said to
.! and what h& will say to .fpiend Mi<i· "1.eft ~· :t0<)' ..

II.

Scor~ng

Manual for Quality of Play

Each unit of action involving a play activity is assigned
a Quality, of Play (Q-Play) rating on the basis of the 1-7 pt.
scale described in the following section.

Play is, by de.fini-

tion, any activity involving the toys provided in the experimental situation regardless of how little the activity resembles
play.

In turn, play activit·ies which do not involve the

standardized toys are not Pated for Q-Play.
The Quality of Play/Time (Q-Play/T) score for.Play 1 or
Play 2 is obtained by multiplying the 1-7 pt. rating for each
play activity by the time spent in that activity, summing the
products, and\dividing by the total
pla~"activities

time~

spent in the rated

during the f.i,rst 20 min. of Play 1 or Play 2.

The Q.-PlAy/20 score for Play l

or~Play

2 is als.o Gb'tained

by'.multiply.ing
the',1-7-pt. rating for each play activi:ty by the.
·'"
,,
'

time apent in that activity and summing the products, but the

tot:al is div:id&d by 20 (i.e., the to,tal time rated for quality
of

1 or PlRy 2).
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The Plny 1-Plny 2 Lifference score is obtained for both
Q-Play scores by f'UbtrP.ctinr; Ss

1

PlP.Y 1 score from his Play 2

score.
Special Consider'ltions in Assigning Rat.ings
Play activities interrupted by a different activity.

When

play with a particular toy or group of toys is interrupted by
other activities the Q-Play rating is, in general, assigned on
the basis of the entire: sequence of units comprising a particular play activity rather than its separate parts.

For example,

if S leaves his drawing to look out of the window and then
returns to drawing, the Q-Play rating is based on the completed
drawing {or its final state if left unfinished).

The time

assigned to the activity includes only the time spent in the
activity--not the time involved in the interruption.
Different levels of play within the same activity.

When

play with a. particular group of toys.was pursued on more than
one level, each level is rated separately for Q-Play.

For

example, .§.'s fantasy play with the dolls (6 pts.) was interspersed with periodff inspecting the dolls' clothes (3 pts.).
Overlapping play activities.

When play activities which

would receive different Q-Play ratings occur simultaneously,
only cl'the activity involving the higher rating is

scored~

This

situation is most frequent when.§. continues to hold a toy without using .it while pursuing 1;mother play activity.
PlS:

activities not invoJving contact with the toys.

In
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general, S's activity must involve contact with the play
materials to receivo a Q-Play rating.

That is, merely looking

at or talking about a toy is not rated.
scored when the lack of

cont~ct

However, Q-Play is

o.ccurs during o:nt;oing play and.

S • s attent1.on remn.ined focused on the toys as evidenced by
fanti:i.sy about whet is oc·curring, crBwling around to size up
the situation· and making plans, or talk with E about. progress
(such as what S has done or plans to do).

Those intervals

receive the same Q-Play rating as the activity itself.
Criteria for Rating Quality of Play
A general description of the types of play behavior char•
acterizing each level on the 1-7 pt. scoring scale for Q-Play
is presented below.

Specific examples of the play.behavior

assigned 1-7 pt. ratings for each toy or

gro~p

of toys are

provided in the following seetion.
1 Point.

Touc~ing

_2!: holding with minimal manipulat;ion .£!:

exam1netion.
Toy must be held in hand or touched--not merely looked at.
Attention to toy is superficial and casual and frequently
appears idle as if S is'preoccupied with something else. True
manipulation is ab~ent--S simply handles the toy without
attempting to make lit do-anything. Examination is limited and
~ does not appear concerned with how the toy is made or how it
·works •.

.,.;,_"Ii'

2 Points.

Primitive, inadequate, _££

undevelop~d"~·

Act~ve manipulation or handling of the toy without apparent purpose. Thus S frequently appears to be doing something
for the fun Qf it (even though it may be rather stupid),
beeause'he is bored and has nothing better to do, or while his
mind is ~ally qn something else. No fantasy activity is discern~bl!,,9,although .& may state rrhat h~ is doing in a factual

l

-----------------------------------------------------------------4-3.....
way. Activities at this level tend to be short, but may be
long when the same action is repeated again and again.

3 Points.

Inve~tir:ation

and. purpo:::eful activity of!:,: non-play

nature.
Examination and careful inveEtigation of how something..
worlts oP is- put together~ Investigation is inferred :from the
way S mAnipulates the toy and/or questions about how it works.
Simple problem solving may occur as, for example, seeing whether
something will come off, finding out how it fits together, or
why it makes a noise. The problem need not be solved.
AlI activities involving organizing, cleaning up, arranging, and putting away of playthings.
Showing and explei.ning play creFi.tions to E when the action
involves a break in the ongoing play activity. When showing
and/or explaining activities overlap with the play activity, the
action is rated at the level assigned to the play activity or
for the activity receiving the higher rating~ Seeking assistance from!·

4

Points.

Appropriate activity at undeveloped level.

Play at this level creates the impression that S is really
making or doing something with the play materials, but the
product of the activity does not clearly reveal S's intent and
~ does not provide clues through conversation or-fantasy.
In
general, the play is relatively unelaborated and involves
expected and obvious uses and groupings of the toys (e.g.,
pounding with the hammer, playing with crayons and paper or
blocks and the wagon). Play is characterized by doing something
to the toy rather than having it play some role as it might in
fantasy (e.g., S hits the dolls rather than having ~hem hit each
other). Directness of purpose and fantasy may exist, but
neither is clea.r from S's actions alone. Thus many behaviors
·rated at this level would receive as higher rating if S verbalized the.purpose of the activity or accompanied the action with
spoken fantasy. Play is frequently short but may be long
thl.-Ough repetition.

5 Points.

AQalopriate activity~ developed level--imaginative
s.n . or purposeful ~.

Play is frequently directed toward some recognizable goal
as in drawing a picture or making a block structure. The
ae'tivit.y t.&nds to be well sustained and is frequently completed
altho~gh neither i~s completion mr the quality of the finished
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product is importnnt for the 5-pt. rRting if the purpose is
clear. F'antn..sy play is common, especinlly with the dolls and
beRrs who are no loncer inanimn.te objects, but the actors in
:: 1 s fentnsv.
'Ihe f~ntasy eoiso:.toc 8l1e generally short (a
single, unel>;bo:i:>&ted inclde~t) and :':-~IS fantasy need not be
verbalized if the ir1port of the action is apparent (as the
fat her doll spankin; the child cio11) .
In general, play e.t this 1evel differs from 4-pt. activ:Eti.e-3 in bsing rr.01:-e sns'tained-, developed, and purpos&f"ui

a-~

imaginative al thoup:h S 1 s use and grouping of the toys is still
e.xpected and obvious. Level 5 is differentiated from level 6
in terms of the greater elaboration of the play activities, the
mol"e' eres.tive use- af' the toy-s·,. and. the larger scope or i;htt ·
activ:tty which characterizes the higher level (e.g., a small
block building versus an elaborate castle or a snake versus a
nest with chicken made.' from clay) •

·· 6 Points.

Hifhll elaborated..££
ac iv ties.

creative(~

relatively short)

Activities which are well developed and elaborated· &lthough
the use of the toys need not be particularly original. t.he
activity is sustained and purposeful and whatever i~:'' lllt9ertaken
is usually completed. Play usually involves only ,one t;,yp.e of
toy (such as blocks) or expected combinations of pla'J'things ( a.s "'·
blocks and wagon or crayons and paper), but S fully realizes
their potential. Fantasy is frequent.
Very imaginative use of the toys involving. an unusual (but
appropriate) combination of playthings or clever solution to a
problem. Tbe activity is frequently fairly short although
occasionally 's spends considerable time in executing a single
original idea-:

7 Points.

Highly elaborated creative activities.
/

Play at this level combines both aspects of Lev:el 6 in that
it involves creative and imaginative use of the toys where the
creativeness tends to be sustained, elaborated and developed
over a period of time. Several toys or groups of toys and nontoy··o~ecis are int'egra:t·~d in a: meaningful and appropriate,
although frequently unexpected, way. Unlike Level 6 where a
single '·idea.may be developed at length, the 7-pt. play activity
seems to deveiop as S pursues it--new elements and ideas are
integ~ated in the course of action. Fantasy is frequent and
long f sntasies suggesting the same sort of elaboration of ideas
as- describ_~;d for the toys are rated at this level even though
the activity with the toys is :more usual and includes less
inteq:ration of to~ts of different t · es.
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Exa.wles of 1-7 Pt. Q-Plav Ra.tinp:s for Each

12.:i.

Blocks and :Mallet
---

Bears 2nd Dolls
1 Point
Tou.eh casually--pie·k up and: hold
(not like a baby)--sit or lie on
in ~ s. eut. w..a..y ...

1'ouch--hold as if· f'orgotte
jiggle in hand--run hands
o·ll'er-p-ush a:

lit-tJ:~

in- a,imi-

less way--stand on.

2 Points
Boune·e s.nd jiggle .up and down-move arms or legs in aimless way
--hit or poke without punishment
f antasy--move to different location or wagon (not idea of pick
up or ride)--sit on and push self
around floor--rough tossing
around--throwing--push in heap
and .roll on.

..J

Push several together with~
out building--isolated
episod.es of tapping or hitting together or on other
objects (as if enjoys pounding)--toss around actively
but aimlessly--put few in
wagon without idea of picking up or load--shove around
actively--destruction of a
building (casual or prolonged)--stick two together
with clay in idle way-scratching desk or other
surface with corner •

Points

General inspection--f inding out
how to remove clothes--remove and
·replace shoe, etc. as simple
. problem (need not succeedl--more
· e-&mplete- undressing if apparent
purpose is to investigate (no
fantasy)--hitting bear to learn
about .squ&ak--getting E to help
with clothes or bow--put away to
·. ,c.J:ea.."l: up·-~ o:rr-line··up as
they were at start of session.

Inspect blocks noting size,
color, etc.--observe two
blocks make something as two
arches form circle--look at
mallet, inquire about use
and tap a little to try outshow E completed structure
or a·sk advice--cleaning .or
clearing up by putting
blocks in-· wagon or "toy box.

Exar.mles of 1-7 Pt. Q-PlRy !lr,ting_s

for~

----

EPke stflnd, sit, or walk--push
or hit together suggesting a
fight--rouvhnes~ thAt might be
purr:ts-brnerrt--hold like a bRby--

fondling nnd cuddling (no
f antasy)--undress dolls as
activity rather than inspection
(no reason specified but may
involve fantasy).

.2
i:a-

s ' s-

~·

Blocks and MAllet

Bears flnd "•o 11 s

A&-~P&

'l1oys

'P ttM'~ who do

A few t>locks togeth~.r as
if building something or noting it will. oe something wi.thoout fu1•ther development of
idea--tap on olock with mallet
as if for purpose--knocking
apart and replacing suggestin
some purpose--place a numt>eF
of blocks in wagon with mora;
enthusiasm than order (interest suggests play rather than
cleaning up and purpose
unspecified) •

Put

Points

simple things like kiss, spank,
fight, take a quick rid~ 'in
wagon and other single episode
activities--undress one doll
for bath or to fix hair (may or
may not redress)--partlally
undress more dolls for some purpose but re:ntasy not elaborated--holdirtg like baby or
child and have simple conversation with or talk to.

File blocks in w~g'ori f'or a
load to take somewhere (see
wagon)--simple structures
(about 20 or fewer blocks) in
building that shows purpose or
that S says is something, e.g.
tpwers, houses, trees--smaller
structures with original idea
as a slide--mallet used as
hammer for tapping in blocks-blocks stuck together with
clay but not used as st:r-uct ural aid (see 6 pts.)-de.structiue. actions involving
fantasy associated with 5 pt.
building as a tree of blocks
~eing chopped down with a
block hatchet.

6 Points

Siml.lar to 5 pts. but involves
more episodes and/or charaeter-s--f mnily goes r-or· ride-· mother· sends children to
sto~e--family is undressed to
gQ to bed~-f'mnily goe~ to
"'church with wagon as· car--

:Elaborate structures using all
or most of blocks, e.g.,
castles, large houses, facto:ries--fewer blocks in original
b~ilding as gas station with
p\lmps and signs--solving
str~ctural problem in building
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Ex.8:mples of 1-7 Pt. Q-Play
3enr~

~nd

R~:tinr.:s

for EBch Toys cont.
Blocks Rnd Mallet

Dolls

longer fights and arguments with

· integrated fantnsy.

a high tower by sticking
blocks together with clay-building a house w:ith wagon
used to haul wood (block;s)-careful placing of All bloc.ks
in wagon so fit flat (as when
manufacturer sold them).

J.. Points
Long fantasy involving the doll
family in which each member tries
,,to Obtain a gift from the fish
!pond and, upon failing, calls
upon another member and finally
the bears. Different roles
played realisticaliy by S-Blocks used to make stove on
whi.ch olay :r>anea-kes are cooked
for bears. Subject draws a
picture while wr:iiting for pancakes to cook and then feeds
bears.
Crayons

~

A substantial number of blocks
used to build a hous·e which.
then became the home of the
three little pigs with the
bears, as wolves, trying to
get in and subsequently being
trappe!l. Elaborate fantasy
which frequently involved
little contact witn toys.

Cl..ay

Pa:ger
1 Point

Touch o.r hold in hand--stand or
kneel on.

Touch or hold in hand as if
forgotten, often while doing
something else.

2 Points
Draw a line or two or scribble
· in idle wa.y (no other drawing)-long ~eri~$ of drawings mostly
in one color (fast and just a
couple line.s on each page)-drop c~.ayons on paper or on
floot---nmrk up shoes or ·room in
dast,r-u,c:bi~ way--shuf'fle papers
or to&s a,_oUnd (not lining up)-f'old' YO-~hl..J crumple, or sit on
· a· pu'Shing .'Self around:..- move from
orie · s d't · o another or to wa on

Squeeze, knead, pat, st.ick
fingers into, step on, hit
with mallet, break pieces off,
etc. as simple activity without apparent purpose of making
anY,thing--pat on· paper without
making anything--stick pieces
on window or other inappropriate places--removing from can
and/or replacing when not part.
of other play--squash object
with prolonged squeezing (idea
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Examples of 1-7 Pt. Q-Play Ratings for Each Toy cont.
Clay

Crrivons i=md Pl'lper

without apparent purpose--breRk
crayons or tear psper off.

of destruction rather than
preparing to make new object).

.l Points
Look at carefully and comment on
colors, etc.--show E drawing as
separate activity (not part of
rumling comment during drawing),-line up pape,r or cra:yonS' as preparation for drawing or as clean
up at end--put away in box or
wagon.

J±

Inspect label on can--look at
clay and comment on color or
texture--take clay out to get
rea<dy to make something or put
it ba:ck in can at en.ft (each as ·
fairly long effort--quick
I"emoval, etc. rated with play:
activity itself)--showing E
what has been made as separate
activity (see crayons and
paper)--asking for help in
kneading clay or removing from
can.

Points

Drawing that might be something
\even if it looks like a scribble
since S spends some time and
effor-t-=-elaborate scribbles in
·sever!tl colors--complexes of
lines (unnamed), scribbles
called designs or writing when
they bear no resemblance-simple scribbles called something (2 pts. if not).

Rolling balls, cylinders like
snakes, patting flat like pancake or anything 'Which sugges
· soI11e purpose, but object is
not named and is frequently
remolded into something else-calling objeyts something when
it looks like nothing, e.g.,
a lump of clay c·alled a shoe-rolling a piece w~th a block
but not making anything
recognizable •

..2 Points

Simpl;& d:pawings .of a single unit
~~uch as a house, tree, head or
;.flower which are recognizable-" repetitious and quickly executed
designs even if large--printing
name for.poor but recognizable
'attempt}--atte:mpts. to write or
t · pDint a few letters .or numbers
~ which .are passable or good-nvolvin
e elements

Simple objects, <>fte~destg.
natied or• clearly recosnizable,
such as ball.ts, snalles, apples,
eggs, and pancakes--two-ball
type shapes like snowmen or
bears (relatively unelaborated)--simple nes.t with
eggs--single round piece cut
with can (1over with6ut fantasy
of c o -- 1
wit somethin
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Exam;eles of 1-7 Pt. Q-Plav _Ratings for Each Toy cont.
Cravens Rnd P8ner
------"With each very simple (a few lines)
as tree, person, and flowers,.

Clay
that has been made (as a
ball).

6 P.gints
Ip.tegrated drawings and time. consuming, well-executed designs-drawings resembling a picture
with several elements as room
with :furnishings and pers°'n,
house, sun, trees, etc.--one
thing like a house or person
elab.orated--original. id-ea" as: copy
of toy telephone or wagol')o!!-copying a block design made previously even though execution is
poor--long lettering or numbering sequen~es.

l

Points

Clever integration of clay
figure and drawing as picture
of a girl with well executed
clay dog on leash-· as relief
clown carefully shaped with
mallet handle and colored
with crayons on paper with
circus tent and other decorations.

A chicken with nest as part
of farm fantasy in which
farmer steals chicken in
wagon, chicken is attacked
by clay snake, and finally
s.aved by s.

Tele.phone

Wagon

.!
Touc~~hold--pick

,down.

Cookies cut with cover of
can (designated or fantasy}other confections such as
plates and food--people-animals--bird and nest-pumpkin with light and
cover--in general, groups
of siIJ$Ple objects which
take tim~ or complex single
objects.

up and put

Point
Touch--hold cord as if forgotten--sit in OP reat foot
in (no pushing activity)-move back' and forth a little
in bored way.
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Exa.mnles ..of 1-7 Pt. Q-Play Ratings for Each Toy cont.
Wagon

T~ephone

2 Points
Jiggle or toss around--dial once
or twice for fun or in idle way
(no su0gestion of phone call-long and repetitious dialing
apparently and fun of activity
or noise--twirling receiver on
cord--moving from one place to
anotller without apparent
purpose.

j

Points

Exe.mine by turning over--wondering about bank in bottom--dialing to find out how it works and
perhaps commenting on bell-untangling cord--load in wagon
or toy box as part of clean up.

11

Examine as words on side or
wheels--use to load toys in
for clean up (neat or messy)-put away in box.

Points

·Dial and hold receiver in hand
and/or listen as if a real call
but no conversation or fantasy-mentions intent to call some
number and dials but no listening or other follow through.

~

Holl or kick back and forth-twist, swing, or idly knot
cord--turn over and shove
around roughly--hit without
idea of repair--pull a foot
or two when empty without
idea of trip or taking some
place--toss in a few blocks
or other toys without evidence of intent to clean up
or get a load to haul.

Pull around empty as if ta.kin
a trip--tap wheels with malle
as ii' ~ is mec~ic but no
fantasy to clarify--place a
few toys in wagon and pull a
short distance wi.th possible
idea of load--place a n-wnber
of blocks or other toys in
wagon, reason unspecified and
no trip (gives idea this is
run to do.

Points

Making:ca call including dialing,
listening, and saying "Hello"
and/or a few words--dial, listen,
and repo.rt phone is busy, no
answer, or .other outcome of call
(~ot elaborated--see level 6).

Taking dolls or bears on short
trips--S gives self a ride, in
wagon--building simple structures with blocks using wagon
as floor--make a sidewalk wit
blocks--pile most of blocks i
wa on in neat wa
but not so

-,
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Ex8J']ples of 1-7 Pt. Q-PlaI Ratings 1.££

~ ~

cont.

}'lagon

'11 elephone

all fit flat as originally
packed by manuf ac~ure.r)-Rating of play with wagon
usually involved other toys
and level of play determined
by nature of activity (see
bears, dolls, etc.).
l

6 Points

calls involving dialing; listening, and a conversation in which there are several
exchanges with a fantasy person
(may be mumbled, whispered or
relatively short exchanges-extended fantasy about telephone
being busy, wrong number, µo
answer so try another number in
' context of realistic use of
, phone.
T~lephone

No 6 pt .• rating unless used
in conjunction ~ith other
toys.

1. Points
Play with father doll including
·having him make a telephQne call
and talk as well as helping him
hold' crayons for writing.

No 7 pt. ratipg unle~s used
in conjunction with other
toys.
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